


SUNDAY 7 JUNE:

"Ensure your seat belt is fastened low and tight around your waist and bring your seat to the 
upright position. We will be taking off shortly"

Well, after a very busy few months of burning the candle at both ends and finishing off my final 
week in Australia with a couple of incredible concerts with Miguel Zenon (USA) and the Jazzgroove 
Mothership Orchestra, I have finally made it to the chair which will shortly shoot me upward and 
onto my next big musical adventure in the London.

Having sent out many emails and touched base with the different contacts I have sourced over the 
last six months, this last week has seen a large amount of opportunities present themselves to me 
for my month abroad in London (as well as another month following in Europe)

Some of these include:

• Being in touch with one of the managers at NYJO (National Youth Jazz Orchestra) who has 
invited me to come and play at a few rehearsals as well as sending me quite a few dates of 
performances which he would like to include me in.

• The Manager of NYJO has also mentioned that he can help me get in touch with some of the top 
session / Jazz players to organise some lessons

• I have been in touch with contacts for "Wicked" the musical (which I played for four months in 
Sydney last year) and it is looking as though I will have a chance to sit in the pit for a 
performance to hear a London theatre orchestra

• I was also in touch with a good friend of mine and wonderful Jazz Trombonist / Vocalist, Dan 
Barnett who is doing some gigs in London at the end of June and would like to include me in 
these performances which will also happen in France later in July.

• A friend of mine has organised tickets to see Bob Mintzer and Randy Brecker live at Ronnie 
Scotts on the 23 June - Two amazing and widely recognised Jazz artists.

• Emma Pask, another incredible vocalist from Australia has also invited me to play with her at the 
Ascona Jazz Festival in Switzerland in July, Though I’m not sure if I will be able to make this work

• I have been in touch with the team at Schargerl (Instrument makers) and they have invited me to 
the factory to try a range of their instruments which will be very exciting

These are only a few of the activities I have arranged and as I'm sure you can tell there is so much 
going on already and I haven't even arrived yet!

I am currently flying over the top of Darwin and will be landing in Hong Kong where I have a 5 hour 
stop over before boarding my second and final flight which will take me to Heathrow airport, 
arriving at the fresh and very musician friendly time of 4:30AM



MONDAY 8 JUNE:

Well, after a thirteen hour flight from Hong Kong on the largest aeroplane i've ever seen (A380: two 
whole decks along the length of the plane) I arrived at London Heathrow Airport at 5:00AM.
This is where the fun begins!

After lining up at customs for around 45 minutes, I finally get to the customs officer who for some 
reason took issue with the fact that I am a musician and travelling alone.
After explaining to her that I was nominated for a scholarship to go to London, she then proceeded 
to become even more suspicious of me, reading my nomination letter and asking me all kinds of 
questions about my job, how much I earn, who I play with, Etc. She then told me she would need 
to refer me to her senior supervisor and at this stage it was 50 / 50 as to wether I’d be allowed in!

Long story short, I then moved onto someone much more lovely, reasonable and human) and after 
she stalked me on the internet and I explained to her that I was here because I love music and 
want to become better at it, and I have no intention of working or staying she agreed that I was not 
a threat and apologised for the time I had to wait (which was a total of about 3 hours).

Once through the gate, I kissed the ground, purchased a sim card and walked to the tube as 
quickly as possible. (Just in case they changed their mind)

The first person I met on the tube in London......was an Australian, and he helped me out on the 
best way to get to my accommodation which was pretty straight ahead.
I hopped off at Bayswater station which is only around the corner from my accommodation and 
checked in, shaved, showered and unpacked my life into my tiny little room!

I decided to go for a bit of a wander around to get my bearings which started off with a beer and a 
sandwich at the Bayswater Arms. I then did some essentials shopping at the chemist (which is 
conveniently across the road from my room) and went for a walk around Hyde Park.
So far I've seen Kensington Palace, Royal Albert Hall, the Princess Diana memorial fountain, some 
bronze statues of old famous people and some woman called Elizabeth, who seems rather popular 
here.

After returning home from my walk, I was pretty tired but determined to beat the jet lag and stay up 
so that I could go out to a music club later in the evening. This didn't last all that long and I 
accidentally fell asleep at around 4:30PM and woke up very cranky that I had been out for so long.
I dragged myself out of bed, threw some clothes on and did some speed research on the location 
of the venue and decided I would give one of these city bikes a go as they are free for the first half 
an hour and there are bike paths everywhere, some of which run through hyde park.
This was a great idea until I discovered (a) London is very cold at night (b) London is much bigger 
than it looks on a map (c) I am lost, and (d) It's already late and I want to see some music.

I checked my bike into the next stand I saw and went to the nearest underground station and 
asked the transport officer the best way there. He was very helpful as most people seem to be 
here and I finally arrived at Ronnie Scotts Jazz Club at around 11:30PM.
There was a great band of locals playing and it turned into a jam session at around 2:00AM — 
3:00AM and I even got up and played a blues.
After doing some research, aka, asking the police, I found the best place to get the night bus 
(N207) which come very regularly, runs all night and stops about a block and a half away from my 
accommodation.

It was fun getting Lost in London and I feel I am starting to get my bearings a little better.
I am writing this at 9:00AM on Wednesday 9th as I got home at about 4:00AM and was up at 
8:30AM for breakfast downstairs which was perfect! I also took two croissants for the road.
I'm going to go down to Hyde Park and find a nice quiet area to do some practice and then go out 
and do some more exploring for the rest of the day.



TUESDAY 9 JUNE:

After a pretty late night, I found myself up early once again and shortly after breakfast I was off to 
my practice room which is located under a big tree in Hyde Park.
I did my Adams routine and worked on a few jazz standards for about 3 hours.

After a nice practice session, I took care of a few emails / admin work and went to meet up with an 
old musician friend for lunch! We had a great day discussing London and the music scene here as 
well as some of the great gigs coming up and went and saw "Scotch & Soda" perform at the 
Underbelly Festival which was really great! The musicians were friends of mine from Sydney and 
the whole show was spectacular!

After the show I headed back to my accommodation to freshen up and then headed on down to the 
Ronnie Scott's upstairs jam session.

I arrived at around 12:00AM and after wading my way through a large crowd and some paparazzi, 
the security guard refused to let me upstairs and reassured me there was no jam session on 
tonight. After I explained that I had friends that were upstairs and at the jam, he apologised and let 
me in after explaining that Lady Gaga was performing in the venue and people were trying to 
sneak in through the upstairs bar.
I reassured him I had no interest in Lady Gaga and that I was there to play some jazz! 
At the end of the jam I did catch a few tunes downstairs and she was surprisingly good.
She ended the night on La Vien Rose and did a lovely job.

It was a big day and I headed home around 2:00AM on the N207 (which seems as though it may 
become a regular commute)

Lady GaGa performing live at Ronnie Scotts My practice spot in the middle of Hyde Park



WEDNESDAY 10 JUNE:

I once again kicked off my morning with breakfast and a nice relaxed practice session under my 
favourite tree in Hyde Park and the weather was stunning!
After about two hours I had some lunch and got in touch with Chris Valentine, a trombone player in 
NYJO (National Youth Jazz Orchestra) The Orchestral manager who I have been in touch with 
passed on his details and told me that he’s a friendly guy and would look after me.

We met at Trafalgar Square at around 5:00PM and he was super friendly and very welcoming.
The Orchestral manager warned me that Chris was a lovely bloke but I should be careful of my 
liver. It didn't make much sense at the time but now I truly understand. These guys love their beer!

Chris got in touch with a few of the other guys from NYJO who joined us at around 7:00PM
I met Tom Gardner, who is Simon Gardner's son. (One of the top session players in London who I 
wanted to get a lesson with. Tom said he would definitely be able to arrange a lesson with his dad 
which is great news as I had not heard back from him via email)

Jim who is the lead trumpet player in NYJO also came along and we all went to dinner together 
and talked about music, London, politics, the industry and what was happening for the next month.
After dinner we all headed down to Ronnie Scott's jazz jam and had a play upstairs in the bar.
It was a really great house band and apparently they are there every week so I am going to try and 
make it down their next week and hopefully meet some more musicians.

After another late night I was on the Night bus at around 2:00AM and made my way home for a 
little bit of a sleep in (9:00AM)

THURSDAY 11 JUNE

Feeling a bit sick this morning — between the freezing wether and the late nights, I think London 
has gotten the better of me and left me with a bit of the flu.
Another couple hours of practice in the park and I decided to do a bit of sight seeing around town.
I walked from my accommodation through hyde park, snapping various monuments and statues 
and headed on down to Buckingham Palace!

Unfortunately there was some sort of function on which meant that the main gates were closed but 
perhaps I will head down there another time later in the month to watch the changing of the Guard.
London is far bigger than it looks on the map and the walk took me about an hour and a bit.

Throughout the day I was in touch with an ex Sydney musician who now lives in London who 
arranged me tickets and backstage passes to a concert in the evening with Jools Holland and his 
big band at the Hampton Court Palace.
It was a reasonable distance on the train and I had to head out of London on the above ground, 
but it was great to see a bit more of this beautiful country and get out of the hustle and bustle for a 
few hours.

Hampton Court Palace was stunning and made even more spectacular by the beautiful wether 
here today!
The Palace is a royal palace in the London Borough of Richmond upon Thames, Greater London, 
in the historic county of Middlesex, and within the postal town East Molesey, Surrey. It has not 
been inhabited by the British Royal Family since the 18th century



It was originally built in 1514 for Cardinal Thomas Wolsey, a favourite of King Henry VIII. In 1529, 
as Wolsey fell from favour, the King seized the palace for himself and later enlarged it. Along with 
St. James's Palace, it is one of only two surviving palaces out of the many owned by King Henry 
VIII.
I enjoyed hearing about some of the history from one of the guards at the gate.

In the main court there was a large stage set up and a heap of seating.
The band was made up of some truly great musicians and the concert was great.

I'm sitting on the train home now and its about 11:53PM so whilst I'm sure there is some sort of gig 
happening somewhere, I think I might rest up tonight as I have a gig tomorrow in Rhyl, Wales!!!
Yesterday when I was hanging with Chris from NYJO, a trumpet player pulled out of a gig he is 
doing and he asked me if I'd like to do it.

It's a blues brothers show and he is driving us there at about 11:00AM tomorrow morning so that is 
some exciting news and a great way to experience a real gig with pro musicians in the UK.

Jooles Holland Big Band at Hampton Court Palace



FRIDAY 12 JUNE

Time for a road trip to Wales!
I had a bit of a sleep in till about 9:00AM this morning and packed a bag and made my way to 
North Greenwich station where Chris was picking me up as well as another singer, Isobel who was 
on the gig as well.

It was interesting to see some of the countryside and the trip was around 4 and a half hours.
In Wales, they have their own language which is very different from anything I've seen before, it 
was quite interesting seeing some of the translations on the street signs. (That often look like 
someone has fallen asleep on a computer keyboard)

The gig was in the Pavilion Theatre in Rhyl which was right on the coastline looking out to these 
large wind farms out in the ocean.
It was quite a large theatre and was much nicer on the inside than I was expecting.
We did a soundcheck of a couple tunes and I sight read my way through the entire gig and even 
had a few solos as well! It was really fun, the musicians were great, and it all went really well.
I would say there were probably around 500 people there in the audience.

As soon as the show finished we rushed off stage and jumped in the car to head back to London 
which saw us home at around 2:30AM - just enough time for a quick sleep before tomorrow's 
NYJO Rehearsal.

SATURDAY 13 JUNE: 

This morning I made my way to The London Centre of Contemporary Music (LCCM) not far from 
London Bridge. The LCCM Is a multi story building where there are a range of different ensembles 
including 3 big bands, small groups, vocal ensembles , etc., which all rehearse through the week.
The top big band rehearsed upstairs on level three and the rehearsal began at around 10:30AM.
Everyone in the band was very friendly and welcoming and the musicians were really talented!
Right from the first song you could hear that they play together regularly and it was very slick!

FYI: The National Youth Jazz Orchestra (NYJO) is a British jazz orchestra founded in 1965 by Bill 
Ashton. In 2010 Mark Armstrong took over as Music Director of the flagship performing band, and 
Artistic Director of the organisation; Bill Ashton became Life President, & Nigel Tully became 
Executive Chair.

Based in Westminster, London, NYJO started life as the London Schools' Jazz Orchestra and 
evolved into becoming the national orchestra. Its aims are to provide an opportunity for gifted 
young musicians from around the UK to perform big band jazz in major concert halls, theatres, and 
on radio and television, and to make recordings, commission new works from British composers 
and arrangers, and to introduce a love of jazz to as wide an audience as possible, but especially to 
schoolchildren.

The performing band, NYJO, is selected by audition and invitation, and has a maximum age of 25. 
It performs around 40 gigs a year across the UK, the vast majority involving additional inspirational 
educational workshops for local schoolchildren, in partnership with the local Music Hub. It 
rehearses every Saturday at the London Centre of Contemporary Music, near London Bridge, 
London.

I played in rehearsal as well doubling on the fourth part and it was great fun!
The first thing I noticed was that all the trumpet players have really great sounds, and they can all 
play the crap out of the trumpet!  The lead player was very good and the soloists throughout the 
band were of a very high calibre. 
This would have to be one of the best big bands I have heard live!



The rehearsal was challenging, inspiring and a lot of fun overall.
At the conclusion of the session a few of the guys and girls went across the road for a few beers.
It was great to get to know some of the NYJO guys and I look forward to going along next week.

Roger and Mark, the two main organisers for the band invited me back and mentioned that it was 
likely they would have a place for me in the band to do some gigs around the place for the next 
month or so which is really great news.
I'm not certain what or where they will be but It will be a great experience to join such talented 
musicians for some live performances.

After a bit of a rest, I headed out with another musician friend of mine originally from Sydney who 
took me to a bit of a music / bar hub in Islington and we went to a few different places and heard 
some bands. It was more of a covers / Indie rock scene but still all great music.
I made my way to the N207 and headed on home around 2:30AM.

There is SO much music to see and hear in London every single night of the week and I feel as 
though I am only just scratching the surface.
Every day I meet someone new and they tell me about another bar or area were there are great 
gigs on and the list goes on and on.
I have really been enjoying exploring and getting lost on London and there is plenty to do.

Yesterday I got in touch with Greg Spence, an amazing trumpet player from Adelaide, AUS who 
happens to be in London this week. I have always wanted to get a lesson with Greg but never 
managed to meet up with him over all these years.
I am having a 90 minute lesson (for 90 pounds) on Tuesday afternoon at around 3:00PM and it will 
be great to have a play and get some advice on the instrument and all the various genres I am 
trying to cover. Greg is a well respected and renowned trumpet player and educator.

I also got in touch with Mark Armstrong (MD of NYJO) who is going to try and get in touch with a 
few of his friends that play in some theatre shows here to have me sit in the pit and hear a West 
End Theatre orchestra. (In my area of music - the best lesson you can have is sitting next to the 
greats and listening intently)
I am also going to touch base again with Tom Gardner to arrange a lesson with his dad next week. 
I didn't want to rush in straight away having only just met Tom for the first time the other night.

My first NYJO rehearsal at The London Centre of Contemporary Music (LCCM)



The Cat Empire, Live at a sold out “Royal Albert Hall” one of London’s famous music venues

Members of the Cat empire and the great Greg 
Spence.
Left to Right: Jordan Murray, Chris Valentine, 
Dane Laboyrie, Ross Irwin, Greg Spence

The Cat Empire, Live at Royal Albert Hall

Ciro's Pizza Pomodoro soul jam



SUNDAY 14 JUNE:

Today I had a bit of a chilled rest day. I did some practice in my room with my practice mute in and 
washed some of my clothes / organised myself for the rest of the week. (Note: Dental floss makes 
a great makeshift clothesline)
I spent the rest of the afternoon getting a new sim card with a stack of data, calls and texts to make 
life a little easier as the number I first got at the airport was a pretty crappy deal in hindsight.

Tonight I have tickets and backstage passes to see The Cat Empire (AUS) play at the Royal Albert 
Hall, which is one of London's most prestigious venues!
My good friend Ross Irwin from Melbourne plays trumpet in the band and sent me the 
complimentary tickets which is great as London is an incredibly expensive place!
I have a plus one so I have invited Chris Valentine along to return the favour for being so 
welcoming towards me AND booking me on a gig within an hour of meeting me!

right now its about 3:00PM and I'm just going to rest up for tonight and then I think I'm meeting up 
with Chris and Ross for dinner before the show starts at 7:30PM
I can't wait - it's going to be a fantastic show and it will be great to see this venue which I have 
heard so much about from so many musicians over the years! 

MONDAY 15 JUNE

Last night was incredible and The Cat Empire played to a sold out Royal Albert Hall.
The venue was amazing, the music was electric and the place was alive!
After the show we had backstage passes to catch up with the guys, some of whom I haven't seen 
in about 5 years, so that was really great. There was also a heap of local professional musicians 
hanging after the show and it was great to meet and chat to a few of them and let them know why I 
was here. They had some great suggestions and contacts to get in touch with.

Its Monday now and I have spent the morning doing some organising and planning for some other 
things in the pipeline.
I have a bunch of dates locked in to perform with NYJO (around 4 gigs including a mini tour up to 
the Lakes District) as well as a 90 minute lesson tomorrow with Greg Spence and a sit in the 
orchestra pit of "Wicked" the musical on Thursday evening which I'm very excited for.

I went and did some practice in Hyde Park and did some research on what's good on Monday - 
Wow! I can't believe I have already been here for one week. The time is flying and I've been 
making the most of each and every minute.

After speaking with a couple friends who have been living here for a few months, They both gave 
me a list of their recommendations for gigs and jam sessions around town (of which there are 
many) and I decided to check out the "Ciro's Pizza Pomodoro soul jam”.

WOW. The talent here is incredible and a little bit ridiculous! The house band at Ciro's was made 
up of some really great musicians including Mark Ronson's bass player! Along with the band there 
were 4 singers on stage at all times doing backing vocals and a great saxophone player from 
Essex.

I was able to get up and play with the guys and they invited me back up and I ended up playing for 
quite a while! They also got my contact details and invited me along to some other gigs during the 
week.
After the jam finished me and my friend Rita who is a fantastic singer who also jammed went down 
to Ronnie Scott's for the late night jazz jam and caught the last hour and a half down there before 
heading home around 3:30AM. Bed time - over and out.

Troy Bar, Shoreditch - Should / R&B Jam



TUESDAY 16 JUNE

After a pretty late night, I slept in this morning - like a real sleep in, forgot to put my alarm 
on and everything.

It was nice to have a rest and recover but I was a little bummed I missed my free breakfast 
so I did some warm ups and went out for breakfast.
I had a little bit of admin work to do including some school reports due today and once I 
was finished It was pretty much time to head down to Phil Harper for my trumpet lesson.

My lesson was at 3:00PM so I allowed myself plenty of time to get there and when I 
arrived there was a sign on the place saying that had moved!!!
Luckily it wasn't too far but I had to get an Uber taxi which got me there just on time.

The music shop was enormous and had walls of trumpets all ready to be played - it was 
very tempting but unfortunately I didn't have enough time, however, I may venture back 
there for half a day and have a bit of a play.

My lesson with Greg was awesome and I recorded the whole thing to listen back and work 
on some of his tips and concepts.
His overall comments were that I was working too hard and I needed to back everything off 
a little bit, which really resonated with me because thats how I feel when I'm playing 
sometimes, as If I'm using too much air , etc.
Anyway it was a great lesson and even in the short time I was there I could feel a change 
in the way my instrument felt. I'm keen to do some practice with all the info in mind.

Once I finished up with Greg I headed home to have a bit of a rest and went to this gig at 
Troy Bar in Shoreditch which was really happening! Heaps of great singers and the bar 
was packed! After having a bit of a play with the house band I called it quits pretty early, 
around 12:30 and made my way home as it was quite far from where I was staying.



WEDNESDAY 17 JUNE

Well, today was a bit of a nightmare after I woke up to a phone call from home saying that the ATO 
had called and needed me to call them urgently, which is a pretty impossible task when you are on 
the other side of the world with a UK sim card. I also had to finish my reports for one of the schools 
I teach at as the teacher emailed me saying he needed to revise them before Friday.

So I spent the morning trying to find out what the issue was without actually being able to contact 
them and eventually rectified the problem after a couple of very tedious hours. 
But what an unfortunate waste of precious time! Thats one thing I'm finding since I've been here - 
there is so much great stuff happening that i'm constantly wishing there were more hours in the day 
to check it all out!

Once I completed some more admin, I got in touch with Simon Gardner on Facebook (Tom from 
NYJO's dad and one of the top session musicians in the world and asked if I could maybe get a 
lesson. Whilst he seemed a little reluctant to have a formal lesson, he suggested I meet him a 
couple hours before his show on Monday night for a drink and a chat and we can talk about 
trumpet, the scene, what he does and then I can go and sit in the pit and have a listen.

Whilst a lesson would be nice, this will be an awesome experience and I will be taking my iPad to 
make notes at the conclusion of the show, after all, listening is the best practice you can do.

There was a Jazz Fusion gig back at Troy Bar down in Shoreditch so I went back to check it out.
It was more of a musicians gig so that was cool. There were quite a few horn players and it was a 
little bit more comfortable in the room and not quite as packed.
I had another great night hearing some world class music and left once again feeling inspired and 
hungry to practice and work harder to be better.

Speaking of hungry, after a dirty late night kebab which I immediately regret, I got my N207 home.
I am getting pretty good at this London transport thing and there is a fantastic app which is really 
good for working out the quickest / easiest way to get where you need to go.
Instead of catching three different buses like yesterday night, I managed to get one bus the whole 
way with just a ten minute walk at the other end which mean't I didn't have to change and I could 
walk off some of that kebab!

THURSDAY 18 JUNE

Well, it has been a mental couple of weeks and I have been cramming as much as I possibly can 
into the time I have here.

Today was no exception and after a nice big breakfast I decided to head down to the Museum of 
Natural History in South Kensington, one of London's many big and wonderful museum's.
The museum was huge and incredibly fascinating. I found it really interesting exploring the history 
in one of the worlds great museums having not been to a museum since I was much younger.
From earthquakes to dinosaurs and volcanos all the way through to Human evolution and Darwin's 
theories. I covered the lot across the day and took a heap of photos.

After making my way home for a little downtime, I hopped into my blacks and headed to the Apollo 
Victoria Theatre in Westminster where I met Danny Marsden and Andy Greenwood, two of 
London's top session trumpet players and also the regular trumpet players on Wicked the musical 
which they have been doing since it opened 9 years ago. (WOW!!!!)



It was such a great experience to sit in the pit with them and hear a show I was very familiar with 
and it was really interesting to hear the full orchestration of the show.
Andy and Danny were truly world class and it was a serious lesson sitting in the pit and hearing 
these masters at work! Their sounds, their accuracy and the overall musicianship of the entire 
orchestra was incredibly inspiring. I made plenty of notes and observations throughout the 
performance which I wrote down on the way home.

After the show, we all headed to the pub where I shouted them some drinks as a thanks  for being 
so welcoming and friendly and allowing me come and sit in.
Many other people joined us from nearby shows and I met a few more great contacts there who's 
details I got for some potential lessons and opportunities to sit in.
I recognised many of the names from my research back home. One of the guys I was chatting to 
plays trombone in Robbie Williams big band and was keen to exchange details and catch up when 
he comes to Sydney later in the year with Robbie. So that is another awesome contact to have!
After the show I made my way back to the hotel and got some rest.

FRIDAY 19 JUNE

After an inspiring night hearing some fantastic 
musicians, I went to Hyde Park to do some 
practice and some of the areas and concepts I 
covered with Greg at our lesson have really 
helped and I can feel a difference in my playing.

I have another NYJO rehearsal tomorrow and I 
will be sight reading and filling in on lead trumpet 
so I have to make sure i'm in shape and sounding 
as good as I can!
I met up with a good friend for dinner who has 
recently moved to the UK and works as a 
producer here in London in one of London's 
biggest recording studios.

After a nice dinner we went to an original music 
gig in Soho and then made some plans to get 
together and spend a day writing in the studio.
I decided to have a reasonably early night due to 
NYJO rehearsal in the morning.

London’s Famous “Ronnie Scott’s” Music Venue



SATURDAY 20 JUNE

Up early and a nice big breakfast before heading to rehearsal with NYJO.
They spent todays rehearsal working on new music for a Performance tomorrow in Barking which I 
will be a part of. The rehearsal was great and pretty intense but I really enjoyed playing lead.
The band is so tight and I can’t wait for the upcoming gigs.

After the rehearsal I was feeling a bit tired so I made my way home and had a bit of a rest before 
heading out to see Randy Brecker and Bob Mintzer at Ronnie Scotts!!!
These are two absolute icons in the jazz world and to hear and see them live was incredible.
I couldn't believe how good Randy was sounding given his age - he’s playing better than ever and 
was joined on stage by a wonderful Organ trio as well as Bob Mintzer of course who was also in 
fine form.

The gig was short, sweet and amazing and the line up was Organ, Guitar, Drums, tenor and 
trumpet and it was killer.

Whilst I love living in Australia and our live music scene is wonderful, something I will miss when I 
return is just the sheer volume of top acts constantly performing locally.

The Ronnie Scott’s calendar is like a who’s who of Jazz and unfortunately many of those artists 
don’t frequent down under due to the distance. But I’ve been making the most of it while I’m here.
Once the gig was finished it was quite late, maybe around 1:30AM so I made my way home on the 
night bus to rest up for the performances with NYJO.

Bob Mintzer & Randy Brecker at Ronnie Scotts

Dane Laboyrie & Randy Brecker



SUNDAY 21 JUNE

Today was a big day, kicking off in full swing with a big band gig at a pub / restaurant in 
Gunnersbury, which was about half an hour out of town.
This was another last minute gig Chris asked me to do and once again I found myself on the lead 
chair sight reading my way through the gig!
It was great to play in the band and the gig was really fun. They had this 3 piece vocal group with 
them as well and did one set of swing dance music and the rest were with the singers who 
sounded killer!

Upon finishing the gig it was a mad rush from Gunnersbury to Barking for the NYJO workshop and 
performance which we ended up making it to just in the nick of time!
The workshop was for around 30 younger musicians from around grade 7 - 12.
We did the first hour as a workshop and it was really great to see the way Mark engaged the 
youngsters and what kind of topics he was discussing.
He had a great way of explaining some of the complexities of the style in a way that kept the 
interest of this large group of young musicians.
I certainly picked up a few things which I will be able to take home with me and incorporate into 
band workshops, rehearsals and sectionals which I frequently run throughout the year.

After the workshop we had a quick dinner break which involved heading to this great steak house 
nearby and then returning to the venue to do one 45 minute set of swinging big band music.
Whilst the gig was fun it was pretty stressful as I felt as if I were essentially still sight reading the 
lead book and they were quite challenging under the circumstances.

After the gig we all went for a late meal and some beers at a local pub where I got to hang and get 
to know Mark Armstrong, the musical director a little bit better. We spent hours talking about his 
career, NYJO, London, the scene and what its like to be a musician here and ended up having a 
really nice night. So much so that we ended up staying at the pub till close and lost track of time 
which mean't we all missed our trains home so I had to get an uber. It was really nice to hear in a 
bit more detail about what it is like to work here as well as NYJO and where it has come from / 
where it has 
been.

Morgan Brothers Big Band Performance in Gunnersbury

NYJO Performing at the Rose Theatre in Barknig



I didn’t realise how much of an institution NYJO was for Jazz musicians in the UK.
Mark was telling me that basically every professional musician of note from the UK has been 
through the NYJO program at some point either from a young age or later during their studies.
We discussed the possibility of him bringing the band to Australia and he seemed keen to get 
some ideas for festivals etc from me. I also mentioned what BBM does and how it gives one of 
these scholarships every year and he sounded very interested to get in touch.
I think it would be a really great relationship to start between BBM and NYJO as it really has been 
the best part of this trip for me and they have been so supportive of me whilst I have been here.
I think equally they were happy to have an international musician come and join them for some 
performances and mentioned that had they not already had their program planned they could have 
done a series of “international artist in residence” concerts featuring some of my music / playing.
When I return to Sydney I will be sure to include the details of the directors of NYJO so that BBM 
can put future scholarship recipients in touch with this great organisation.
Anyway - I’m exhausted and I think its time for bed.

MONDAY 22 JUNE

Well, it was another early start this morning and I made my way to meet Steve Manovski, the ex 
Aussie who has made the move here to work as a professional producer / audio engineer.
Steve is the producer I met for dinner a couple nights ago.

Steve and I used to do quite a bit back in Australia and he suggested I come meet him for a writing 
day and to record some parts.

I meet him at Kings Cross station and we got a bus to "Tileyard" which is essentially an industrial 
park full of recording studios, production suites, scoring stages , etc. 
The site was massive and Steve mentioned that it was the biggest all in one complex in London 
where some of the biggest names record such as Mark Ronson, Bruno Mars and Sam Smith.
Actually, one Sam Smith's producer was in the studio the day I was there and Steve introduced us.

Steve gave me the grand tour and introduced me to a few of the studio executives and publishers 
and we kicked off the day recording some trumpet, laying down some ideas for some existing 
tracks Steve already had finished and needed horns on as well as playing some general parts for 
use at a later date.
It was a great day for both of us!

After around an hour and a half of that, we got 
cracking on a song which went really well.
We made a heap of progress and wrote the song, 
lyrics and laid down most of the vocals in one day, 
finished at around 9:00PM. 
The track is a funky / pop style song somewhere in 
between Maroon 5 & Mark Ronson. 

On the way home from Steve's I couldn't help myself 
and got off at South Kensington to head to the Ciro's 
Pizza Monday night jam session. Though it was a 
little bit quieter this week, the vibe and the musicians 
were still incredible and there was this one gospel 
singer / preacher from the USA who got up and blew 
my mind! It was all completely improvised and his 
voice was out of this world!

It was a great day full of music and I just got home to 
my room - goodnight.

Steve Manovski at Tileyard Studios in London



TUESDAY 23 JUNE

After a bit of a sleep in (I accidentally forgot to set an alarm) I called my sister for her birthday, 
freshened up and made my way to the local pub for some brunch and some wifi to do some 
research about some of the tours here. After a few hours looking into my options, I booked a day 
tour with Golden Tours which is tomorrow (Wednesday)
I did a little bit of admin work, paid some bills, researched the places I am heading with NYJO on 
Friday and had a quick disco nap in the afternoon.

I had the absolute pleasure of sitting in the orchestra pit next to one of London's (and arguably the 
world's) best trumpet players, Simon Gardner on the show “Beautiful” (The Carol King Musical)
The show was all about the life of Carol King and featured all her songs.

This was an absolute knockout and whilst the pit was very small, uncomfortable and cramped, I 
had the best time being able to set right next to Simon analysing everything from the way he 
played, his sound, his phrasing and his overall approach and it was great to be close enough to 
follow along with his part which I could read from where I was.

My first observations were how big and lovely his sound was and how little he seemed to work to 
achieve this which took me back momentarily to my lesson with Greg about overworking.
His whole approach seemed “relaxed” and “easy” and whilst there is nothing easy about the 
trumpet it got me thinking about the way I play and how much more tense I am at times.
Simon was incredibly accurate and really just did NOT miss anything! (not that I expected him too - 
but accuracy is something that I would like to improve a little in my own playing)
He had an immaculate time feel and his articulation and intonation was impeccable!

After 3 hours sitting next to Simon I can say that I have learn’t months worth of “practice room 
work” from being there and hearing him / observing him play. The biggest thing being - RELAX.

At the conclusion of the performance I thanked him again for the opportunity and met a couple of 
the other guys in the orchestra who were all really nice. 
One thing I am learning about London is that it seems to be a very supportive and tight scene 
when it comes to the musicians. Everyone seems pretty friendly and supportive of each other and 
from the conversations I have had with some of these guys, the work is plentiful and often shared 
around between the regular full time players.

I made my way home and tried to get an early night as I booked my tour for tomorrow and I am 
really excited to see a few sights and get out of the city.

“Beautiful” The Carol King Musical feat. Simon Gardner



WEDNESDAY 24 JUNE

7:30AM meet to be picked up by the Golden Tours bus! It was another early start.
I booked the tour that will take me to Windsor Castle, Bath and Stonehenge all in one day.
First stop was Windsor Castle which wasn't all that far out of London. It was a beautiful day and 
perfect weather to explore the castle. I had a great time learning about the History and stories of 
the castle. (See the hundreds of photos I took for more)

Next stop was the stunning city of Bath where we had entry into the Roman Baths.
I found it fascinating and the baths were so nice! The history behind it all was very interesting as 
well. In addition to the Roman baths, I went into the Bath Abbey, which was this stunning old 
church in the middle of the town square.

The drive into bath was so nice, winding through lush green rolling hills and countryside.
After some lunch, we boarded the bus to head home via our last stop at Stonehenge.

The weather was great all day and we were very lucky there was no rain and not too many clouds.
Stone Henge was really nice and I got some great snaps and again, learning about the history and 
myths behind Stonehenge was intriguing.
Being from a country so young in comparison - I have found it difficult to comprehend the age on 
some of these cathedrals and monuments!

Once we all got back on the bus it was a few hours back to London and I got back to my hotel at 
around 10:00PM after getting distracted in Hyde Park by this great jazz trio playing at some 
function at Kensington palace. I stood at the gate for about 40 minutes listening. They were great 
and seemed like young Royal Academy students or something.
It was Bass, Trumpet (and vocals) and Guitar and they were smashing through many familiar 
standards.

I am pretty exhausted after such a long and active day and it is about 1:00AM so its bed time.



THURSDAY 25 JUNE

After a big few days and a big few weeks, I had a bit of a lazy day today and after having some 
breakfast and organising a few things, I just downloaded a movie and stayed in bed and caught up 
on some of my sleep that I have been missing.

I also had a gig tonight with the Morgan Brothers Big Band, the band that I played with on Sunday.
The Gig was at the Duke pub in Greenwich and they did a few jazz tunes but mainly re-
arrangements of classic 80's pop stuff but written for big band. It was great fun!
Another thing I am noticing here is that many of the young musicians here are also great writers 
and arrangers and I think perhaps this is due to there being so many opportunities for Big Bands.
Whilst there are many writers back home, there aren’t as many opportunities to regularly workshop 
and perform original arrangements and compositions.

After the gig I unfortunately missed the last tube which mean't quite a long trip home but it was nice 
to see yet another different part of London and add it to the map of the many places I have been.

FRIDAY 26 JUNE

Well, it was off to the Lake District this morning with NYJO for some performances and workshops.
I got the train out to Stanmore where we were meeting to be picked up by the NYJO bus.
It was really great to get to know a few of the guys in the band a bit better and the bus ride was 
supposed to be about 5 hours or so but the traffic was Horrendous!

There was a huge accident involving 3 Semi-trailers which resulted in everything being stopped at 
a stand-still on the highway for at least 30 minutes and then it was pretty slow going from there.
In total, we were on the bus for around 10 hours in the end.

We got to the venue which was the Sands Centre in Carlisle and it was a large theatre space.
After arriving a little late, we unpacked, got dressed and kicked off the show which was great.
I was on lead trumpet again and practically sight reading on the gig which was rather stressful 
(especially given there was no time for a warm up) but it was a great challenge.

At the end of the concert we made our way to our overnight accommodation which was about a 10 
minute walk from the venue.

The rooms were lovely and it was a nice Olden style hotel with rooms of two.
The bar in the lobby was open and stayed open for us till  about 3:00AM - Again, it was great 
getting to know the band better and everyone hung out late talking and enjoying them selves 
resulting in a really great night.

SATURDAY 27 JUNE

We had a 10:30AM Lobby call for our journey down to Kendal, which is also in the Lake District.
The workshop we had was at a school in Kendal where it seemed they had quite a strong music 
program as all the kids were really good players and keen and eager to learn.

The workshop went really well and it was another great lesson in workshopping young students 
and inspiring them to want to practice, be better and listen to more instrumental music - A hard task 
in this era of an oversaturated market of simple / computer made pop music. 
The workshop was well received and NYJO were in fine form for the performance to follow!
Once again I was on lead but was also lucky enough to take a few solos.



At the end I said goodbye to the NYJO guys and set off on my own to head up to Edinburgh, 
Scotland as I was so far north already that I felt it would be a waste to not go a little further and see 
some more of the lovely UK. 
I had already booked some Virgin train tickets from Kendal to Edinburgh and a return ticket from 
Edinburgh to London while we were heading up to Carlisle on the NYJO bus.

I had about 40 minutes to kill in Kendal so I had a quick bite to eat and then had a beer in this 
lovely little pub opposite the station. It was a really nice day and I sat out the back in this little beer 
garden with the sun shining.
The train from Kendal only took me about two stops to the station where I needed to wait for my 
train to Edinburgh. As well as having about an hour wait before my train arrived, unfortunately there 
was also some fairly severe delays on the line so my train was running about 45 minutes late so I 
cable locked all my things together and through my belt buckle and had a snooze on the platform 
in the sun. (and actually woke up a little sunburnt)

The train ride to Edinburgh was spectacular! It wasn't particularly crowded and I had a nice forward 
facing seat with a table and USB chargers in first class which was great!
I sat and stared out the window for just about the whole trip which took around 3 and a half hours.
Once I arrived in Edinburgh it was around 9:00PM and I took a risk and didn't book any 
accommodation - which mean't walking down the strip once, then back up and finding NO hostels.
I got on my phone and searched for youth hostels and it turned out that there was a great one right 
near the station where I had originally got off. (Never underestimate the power of research)

The Hostel was called "The Baxter Hostel" and it is really nice for a hostel and very cheap - I think I 
paid 26 Pound per night and booked in 2 nights with a check out on Monday which should give me 
a nice amount of time to check out a bit of Edinburgh.

I got settled and had a shower and the first question I had for the staff was “is there a jazz club 
here”. As it turns out there is quite an old and well renowned Jazz club in Edinburgh so I took down 
the details and made my way there! 

The Jazz gig was great and there was this killer bebop trumpet player there as well as a very 
talented young pianist. The club was open late and I stayed till around 2:00AM and had a kebab on 
the way home, something which seems to be becoming a bit of a late night live music ritual here.

A View from the top of Edinburgh - Arthur’s Seat



SUNDAY 28 JUNE

I woke up at around 7:30AM to have some breakfast which was made for me by some lovely polish 
girls who work here. Scrambled eggs, cereal and fresh juice.
I did some quick reading of my lonely planet guide book as well as some google research and 
kicked off the day by going for a walk around Edinburgh to see some of the sights.

First stop was Calton Hill which was just up the road from where I was staying.
It has sweeping views of the coast, the city and right around Edinburgh as well as some 
monuments and statues! 

I took a tonne of photos up there and it was great to get an idea of where I was. I could see the 
next place I wanted to head which was "Arthur's Seat" which appears to be some sort of old 
volcano / mountain and I decided I would just walk to it to take in a bit more of the city. It was quite 
far and took me about 45 minutes to walk from Calton Hill to Holyrood Park which was the sort of 
state park inside of which was the massive hill I wanted to hike up.

The hike was reasonably steep and took me about 40 minutes to get to the peak which was totally 
worth it and had incredible 360 degree views of everything. Again, lots of photos.
I stayed at the top for around 15 minutes just chilling out and getting my bearings, though it was 
really windy and after that I headed down again. There was a very short downpour but being the 
prepared guy I am, I had my umbrella. (Which ironically I had not used ONCE in London)

After this it was time to go and check out the famous Edinburgh Castle but not before having a bit 
of lunch and a drink. I tried the famous traditional Scottish "Haggis" which I was told is some sort of 
intestines deep-fried. Whilst they were pretty tasty, I kind of wish she didn't tell me what they were.
After filling up the tank I made my way to the Castle which wasn't too far away, maybe 40 minutes.

Again, the castle was fascinating and learning about the history of Edinburgh and the castle was 
really awesome! It just blows my mind how old these places are!
After a couple hours checking out the castle, I came home to have a disco nap back at the hostel.
I slept for about 2 and a half hours and despite being really tired, I forced myself out of bed and 
freshened up as I wanted to go out and make the most of the weekend nightlife again.

I decided that I would just walk around and go somewhere, which I did. Shortly after pulling up 
meal, a drink and a stool I met a friendly bloke originally from Wales and we had a great chat for 
about an hour about the UK, music, politics and all that kind of stuff. 
It’s really nice to be able to wander into a pub without knowing anyone and always finding 
someone to talk to. The people here in the UK seem very friendly.

I moved on to another place just off the main strip and once again I got chatting to a group of 
people who had been there for some time celebrating an engagement.
They were lovely and I spent a few hours there hanging out and chatting and after telling them the 
reason for my visit to the UK they recommended I kick on to a place called Whistlebinkies, which 
was basically this underground pub with a live rock band playing! (the jazz club was closed)

I spent the night dancing, singing Scottish songs loudly and making some new friends on the 
dance floor! All in all it was a pretty huge day and I ended it with a well deserved but immediately 
regretted pizza. It’s 3:30AM and the sun is pretty much up - What the?



MONDAY 29 JUNE

A nice sleep in till about 8:30AM and off to breakfast!
Since I did most of the main attractions yesterday, I decided I would literally just walk around 
Edinburgh as I hadn't really made my way to the other end of the main strip.

So I walked, and walked, and walked some more, and then had some lunch and a drink, and then 
walked! After doing lots of freestyle sight seeing, I came back to the Hostel to catch up on this diary 
which I was about a week behind on from being so busy cramming as much into the days as I can.

So here we are. It is 4:11PM and my Train is leaving the station across the road at 6:30PM bound 
for London and expected to arrive at Kings Cross station at around 11:30PM - Lets pray for no 
delays or cancellations this time! (I'm now on the train and flying through the U.K.)
The trip back was even better - we went all along the coast and I watched as the sea flew past!

TUESDAY 30 JUNE

I had a big day today filled with seeing some of the world famous sights of London. 
I went up "The Shard" which is the tallest building in Europe! The building was spectacular and had 
a full 360 degree birds eye view of London. I didn't quite grasp just how big London is - it all seems 
so close on the tube but seeing it from this high up really put it all in perspective!

Next up I decided just to walk along the Thames passing many monuments and statues as well as 
some of the awesome architecture which fills the many streets of London.
I went to the Tower bridge and walked the many stairs to the top with perfect timing to see the 
bridge opening from above!
I stopped for lunch right at the base of the Tower Bridge and sat taking in the scenery, the Thames 
and the sun which was lovely.

The weather was amazing and after so much walking - I decided it was probably time to get out of 
the sun. I headed home to organise a few things for the rest of my trip and got ready to meet up 
with some musician friends of mine who were in town from both "Scotch & Soda" which I saw in 
London on one of my first nights and "The Vampires" who were performing at a few festivals 
across the UK / Europe over the next few weeks.
It was a long night discussing music, wine, and the differences between New York, London, 
Sydney and various other musical hubs around the world.
Having been fortunate enough to have been in New York before it is great to compare similarities 
and differences between Sydney and the major music hubs of the world. Hopefully with a long 
career ahead of me in music, It has been really interesting to take in all these places have to offer 
and I look forward to comparing some of the major cities of Europe as well.
Sometimes a career in music needs to take you elsewhere to develop and improve as a musician 
and so far I am finding London a very comfortable place to be. I think I could definitely live here for 
at least a year or two. Although I would certainly miss our beaches and weather!

It was a big day and we all shared an Uber home to their place which was quite far from my place.
Then I didn't really want to pay for the second Uber trip to my place from there and thanks to a 
friendly Uber driving who said that he could take me for free but he had to "pray" on the way 
(Ramadan) I got a free lift back to my accommodation via a mosque.
Whilst he said I could wait in the car and he wouldn't be long - I was curious and checked it out 
with him. I certainly did NOT blend in with the crowd but it was definitely an interesting experience.
It ended up being quite a musical experience too as muslims sing their prayers and passages and 
the melodies and songs which were sung were really unique and beautiful to hear.
Perhaps I can write some music with some of these influences!
I just arrived home and it is about 4:00AM and its bed time.



WEDNESDAY 1 JULY

Good morning! 
After a bit of a sleep in, I went and did some practice in the gardens having not played in a couple 
of days - it was really sunny and I found a new spot under this huge tree with thick long branches 
which went down to the ground and I sat under / in it and played for about two hours - it was a very 
cool spot!

I had some cheap "Pret A Manger" for lunch and made my way to the Prince of Wales theatre to 
enter the ticket lottery to see "The Book of Mormon"........Which I won and got tickets for just 20 
Euros!

The show was hilarious and whoever was playing trumpet on the show was very very good! - as 
well as the rest of the orchestra of course. (I plan to find out who it was and do some research)
The show was hilarious, but what can you expect from the directors of "South Park".
I'm really glad I went and it was a bargain too! the show was booked out otherwise and it wasn't all 
that easy to get tickets for the time frame that I was there in London.
Given the amount of musical theatre work I also do back in Sydney, It has been great to hear and 
see 3 professional theatre shows in the West End - possibly the biggest home to theatre shows.

After the show - which was a matinee, I made my way to London Bridge to see NYJO perform at 
the cathedral nearby. The band was in fine form and the venue was spectacular! There was also a 
full choir singing beautifully in the cathedral acoustic.
The band and choir were taking turns in performing individual pieces and later on in the concert 
they performed three songs together which had been arranged specifically for them.
It was really beautiful and the venue was perfect for the compositions.

After the concert myself and the NYJO guys headed to a local pub for one of their mates birthdays 
and we had a few drinks talking about the scene and what its like to live here once again.
It has been really interesting learning about the musicians way of life here and how it differs to 
Sydney and the challenges and benefits faced by living in such a large city with a large scene.

After the hang we went to China town for a late night feed - it was a lot of fun!
I made my way home on my good friend the N207 and got myself some sleep.

“The Book of Mormon” at 
The Prince of Wales Theatre



THURSDAY 2 JULY

After yet again another huge night, I had myself a bit of a sleep in till about 10:00AM, went for 
some practice in Hyde Park for 3 hours and then did some research on Paris and where I would 
stay. I locked in some accommodation and buses and had a bit of a rest day - I definitely need it. 
My only regret is that there aren't more hours in the day!

FRIDAY 3 JULY

With just a few days left in London, I planned a big day of last minute sight seeing after another 
practice in Hyde Park for a couple hours. It has been really great actually having the time to get 
some decent practice done and I have spent my practice sessions working on the many things I 
have learn’t during my time here from lessons and listening to the masters.
I can already feel a big difference in the way I am playing and feel incredibly “In form”.
It has made me want to make more time for practice when I return home - even though that can 
often be a difficult task with all the things I do normally during the week.

I took my things back to the accommodation and made my way to the Kensington rooftop gardens 
which is open to the public and on top of a large 7 story building in Kensington with stunning 
gardens, roaming flamingo's and a spectacular view of parts of London from their rooftop 
restaurant.

I had a walk through the very bright and colourful gardens and made my way upstairs to treat 
myself to some lunch and a cocktail. I had the crab and some chips as well as some dips and 
breads and spent a good hour and a half relaxing and taking in the view and the tasty food! It was 
a lovely day and it was nice to stop and chill in the sun for a while.

After a brief rest back at my accommodation, I decided I would make my way down to Shore ditch, 
and check out this venue, The Blues Kitchen. There was a live blues band playing and It was a 
great venue serving classic cocktails and beers with 
a 50's feel inside including a real caravan in the back 
that you could go inside and sit in. I hung there for 
an hour and a bit and made my way to Troy bar to 
have one last Jam with some of the many incredible 
musicians London has to offer.
On thing I have found with he musicians here is that 
despite their talent, they are all very welcoming, 
friendly and interested in other musicians and what 
they do / where they are from.
The amount of opportunities I have been offered 
since I have been here has been incredible and 
whilst I haven’t been able to take them all on board it 
has been nice to know that should I ever consider 
moving here for any amount of time that there are 
performance opportunities for someone like me.

After a late Jam, I caught the night bus home from 
Shore ditch and got some rest before my last big 
couple of days in London.

I have one final workshop and performance with 
NYJO tomorrow and can't wait to play.

My Room in Bayswater, London



SATURDAY 4 JULY

Well, it was another early start for breakfast today and a quick warm up in my room with my 
practice mute for this afternoons workshop and performance in Kingston.
I also spent most of the morning organising and packing my things so that I was ready for checkout 
tomorrow at 12:00PM.

Kingston was a beautiful small town just outside of London City and it was situated on the Thames 
which the theatre backed on to.
We had a quick soundcheck followed by a very quick dinner and a workshop with the two younger 
bands we were performing for / with at the theatre.
This was a really fun workshop as the students in the younger ensembles were more high school 
aged students and had lots of interesting questions.
It is always great to be able to see young people being inspired and wanting to know how to be 
better. Whilst the younger workshops were also fun, you can more instantly hear the difference in 
the ensemble when they take on board the advice being given.

We performed our set followed by a joint piece with the local groups which was really fun.
Mark (the musical director) and a few of the guys went for some beers down the road at this 
Belgium beer cafe which had outdoor seating on the Thames.

It was a great vibe and a lovely night and we all hung out one last time before returning home to 
London on the tube. It was a really nice last official night with some of the good friends I have met 
during my time here.

SUNDAY 5 JULY

Last day in London!!! Kicked it off with breakfast and unfortunately had to check out of my room at 
12:00PM, although they let me leave my bags there until 4:30PM.
I decided with some extra time to kill that I would go and check out the Victoria & Albert Museum 
which I hadn't had a chance to see just yet.
The museum was inside this big spectacular old sandstone building.
I took my time and wandered through all sections of the museum, starting in south east Asia, 
though the middle east and covered everything in between.
There were some incredible art works, sculptures and historic displays.
I spent around 2 and a half hours here and had some lunch in the lovely courtyard in the centre of 
the museum.

I did some last minute shopping for some essentials I need for my Euro trip and went to collect my 
bags from the accommodation.
I strapped myself in and caught the metro to Victoria Coach Station to check in for my Mega Bus 
trip to Paris!

It is by for now and off onto the next big adventure which will take me to the vast musical and 
cultural flavours of Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam, Berlin, Milan, Venice, Florence, Rome and Nice.
My time in the U.K. was impossible describe even with a daily diary! For every detailed diary entry 
there were hundreds of extra little last minute concerts and late night gigs and long talks with 
talented musicians that never made it to the book.

This huge and musically flooded city has made an enormous impression on me and I suspect I will 
be back very soon to continue exploring London which I have only just scratched the surface of.
Thank you BBM for an unforgettable learning experience, one where I have been able to grow, 
learn, explore and define myself as an artist and educator in a way that has left me with more 
direction than ever before. I know what I want to be as an artist and educator and I now have the 
tools, knowledge and insight to find my way to that goal!


